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Emotions Defined
EMOTION vs States, feelings and moods 

Emotions are the pathway to how we connect with others. They last about 6
seconds and create a physical connection within our bodies. Its during this
connection we bond with others. If its an authentic emotion that resonates with
both you and the recipient, the bond will be powerful, lasting and create trust.
States, moods and feelings come from thoughts and last much longer. They are
important, but this is not where the impact that creates bonding occurs. The more
powerful the emotion, the more powerful the connection will be. 
 
Examples: Elation vs Happy, Passion vs Approval, Excitement vs Interest, Safe vs Stable, 
Tender vs Open, Giddy vs Light, Brave vs Strong, Free vs Released, Awe vs Admire
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Emotional Branding  -
The Matrix.

TEMPLATE 

Note- Always maintain the 1:5 structure on the following page. There is no limit on how high the towers can
go, but don't change the 1:5. This keeps your branding tight and avoids dilution of your branding.

— Emotional Nucleus: This will be the primary concept in the main circle
at the bottom of your matrix. See following page.
— Gateways: These will be the 5 bridge concepts that will move your
audience from how they feel to how that will manifest in their lives.
— Towers:These will flow upward from the Gateway circles and can go as
high as you need them to be. They will not all be even as some towers will
have more impact than others. 
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Emotional Branding Design.
Authentic Relationships Create Moments of Impact that Changes Lives. 

THE PROCESS: Phase 1

— The Shift: Focus on what how you make people feel rather than
what you do for them or help them accomplish
—The Question: The single most important way I want people to
feel is...? 
— Emotion vs State: Emotions last 6 seconds, have a physical
connection, and can't be sustained consistently
— Be Specific: Happy CAN be an emotion but ecsatic always is
— Authenticity: Focus on what works best for you
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Emotional Matrix.



Emotional Nucleus.
I feel...

Shift your messaging from what you do for people
to what you want audiences to feel. What is the
single,  one emotion you want people to feel over
any other emotion...something you want to be
known for and associated with throughout your
reach? Be authentic.
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Sample Words: You are not limited to this list. Think of how you want to feel every day...how you

want your audience to feel. That's your gift. Connections come from creating how we feel each day. 
*Resource tool - Word Hippo App

 
Joyful                                              Blissful                                                            Strong
Safe                                                 Grateful                                                           Devoted
Brave                                               Passionate                                                     Tender
Calmed                                            Free                                                                 Nurtured
Serene                                             Inspired                                                          Comforted
Anticipatory                                    Filled                                                               Amazed
Energized                                        Eager                                                              Awed
Visionary                                         Whole                                                             Resolute
Certain                                             Daring                                                            Wonder
Powerful                                          Warmed                                                         Embraced
Humble                                            Awake                                                            Supported
Ecstatic                                           Released                                                        Giddy



Clarification.
 

It's essential you choose words, and eventually one word that fits for you personally.
Choose as many words as you like, as they will all be used in some way. 

 
Create a list and then narrow it down to your one word. Your Nucleus. The word that

describes how you want to make people feel. Your 'Moments of Impact'.  
 

When Dr. Phil says "How's it workin' for you?" He is communicating his emotional brand
of 'exposed'. It is how he wants people to feel. He sees the real issue. For him, that is

how he helps people cut through their barriers and get real about their issues and
creates his 'moments of impact.'

 



Gateways. 

 

Once you have clarified your Nucleus, you will be focusing on your Gateways. Work on the 5
words the describe what your nucleus means for your recipient. If you chose wonder for your
nucleus for example, what does that look like? Is it awe, joy, excitement, stillness, or possibly

humble? How you define your nucleus will create the matrix for your emotional brand. It will give
your recipients a unique and very authentic communication strategy of what you truly want to

express. Your Nucleus says I feel...and your gateway says this is how that behaves. 
 

Remember, you want 5 Gateway words. No more. It is crucial to keep your messaging tight and
not become to fragmented at this stage.  We are workig with a laser approach at this stage.



CONSULTATION

Create Emotional Nucleus,
Gateways, and Towers.
Towers can go as high as
needed, but use only 5
gateways and one nucleus.

INTEGRATION

Review Emotional Branding
Matrix to clarify and finalize,
integrate EBM into website,
content and related
presentation materials and
revenue model systems. 

POSITIONING

Review media strategy and
microdemographic outreach
targets. Position EBD content
on relevant online media to
support messaging and
revenue models.

Strategy. 



Integration. 
This step requires focus, time and serious reflection.  
It's wonderful to understand how you want to impact

the world through the language of emotions. 
Integrating your Matrix is the path to communicating
with your audiences and recipients in a way that will
create loyalty and a sense of trust that will last, as its
based on an organic and authentic connection based

on your Emotional Matrix. 
 

Let's walk through the steps to create a powerfully
integrated matrix that puts your ability to connect in

strategic motion.
 
 
 



Step 1: Clarify
Review your Matrix including your Nucleus, Gateways and towers to check for authenticity,

emotional language vs states in your nucleus and overall flow. You want to be sure your
Matrix is consistent with what feels authentic for you and that you are comfortable
expressing the concepts as we move through integration. Do not change the core

structure of the 1:5 Nucleus and Gateways. 

Step 2: Website
Prepare a welcome message, foundational article and tag line based on your Matrix. In

conveying a highly unique emotionally branded message, you will create powerful
connections with audiences. You can be bold or more subtle in your integration, as long as

its clearly present.

Step 3: Bio
.Create bio materials that integrate the core concepts in regard to how you make people

feel rather than focusing strictly on what you provide. 
 



Step 4: Content
Become comfortable integrating your Matrix into your articles and blog postings. Creating

foundational articles, blogs and other commentary on social media that repeatedly
discusses, reminds and infuses your Matrix will begin to create your brand. Emotional

branding creates a complete and effective system to make you memorable, relatable and to
create the 'moments of impact' that moves audiences and recipients into a sense of loyalty
and belonging. Without this crucial integration, your Matrix will not have the intended effect.

This is complete communication strategy.

Step 5:Media Logos 
Position on your hoe page to display the kinds of media/audiences you work with ongoing.
Not every media outlet is a branding opportunity. You can add more in your press kit. Your

hoe page should be a display of logos that ampliphy your brand. 
 



2 EXPAND 
Growing and evaluating your towers is
an ongoing process to create concepts
you can leverage in your content,
speaking materials, media segments
and other materials over time.

3 CONSISTENCY

Leverage your media and speaking
exposure to continually position your
EBD, as repitition is a crucial compment
to effect branding. 

Your Matrix will evolve over time. As
audiences and recipients respond to
your messaging, you will adjust to find
your comfort level and to focus on what
is most effective for you.

1 EVOLUTION

ROI &
EXPECTATIONS.
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CONNECTION

Top tier experts, authors, speakers and others
motivate and inspire with true intention and passion
to create impact and global changes.

CREDIBILITY

Top tier experts include outside research in their
work, making it a universe of credible sources for their
audience that goes beyond just their own work.

CONSISTENCY

Top tier experts know that multiple exposure on select
key media outlets is far more effective than mass
syndication. Quality over quantity is their goal.

The Crucial C's. 



Real World Rules.
Regardless of the best intentions and parameters set forth, you
may need additional time or support to complete the phases of
your goals and objectives. 

That is always available to you with a simple email. We are
committed to your success, and real world scenarios are part of
that equation. 
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Great job!

I'm here to help!

For questions or concerns, 
email me at anne@leedompr.com
www.leedompr.com
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